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A Review of CG at GA 2005
by Erica Baron, Newton Centre, MA

I love attending General Assembly. There’s so much to do, to see, and to learn. But all 
the wonderful things that go on at GA can get overwhelming. It is really great to have a place to 
slow down, process, and reconnect. The Covenant Group I belonged to at the Fort Worth GA 
was this haven for me. We met everyday, and talked about our lives, our spiritual histories, and 
our experiences at GA. At first I was a bit hesitant about adding another event to my already
full days, but after one or two meetings, I really came to look forward to them. 

The Covenant Group was the only place at GA where I got to know people on a 
deeper level, who had just been strangers. It was the only place where I got to share myself 
and my experience in a meaningful way. And while I had many friends and fellow seminarians
in the crowds at the Convention Center, it was also great to have another five people who I could
say hello to in passing or sit with in workshops. In fact, my group leader and I started seeing 
each other everywhere we went, which was really fun. I would definitely recommend GA 
Covenant Groups to others. Participating in my group gave me a new group of friends, a 
chance to slow down and connect in a deeper way than is possible in workshops, a 
consistent time to look forward to everyday, and some really amazing conversations.

Comments on CG at GA
by Marv Pulliam, Manhattan Beach, CA

What impressed me about the Covenant Group I participated in at GA was the 
diversity of the group-in terms of age, where people came from, and personal background. 
We had a special experience in our group and got into personal sharing rather quickly, after all. 
Maybe it is easier to share one's innermost feelings with strangers. Most of the group members 
were experiencing covenant groups for the first time. We used the proposed covenant and the 
openings and closings that were provided by the organizers, which was quite helpful to me 
as a facilitator. All participants attended all sessions, so they were voting with their feet. They 
expressed an interest in pursuing Covenant Groups at their respective congregations upon
their return home.

After GA, I went to St. Louis to visit my family. One of the members from my GA 
Covenant Group, was Rich, a member of Eliot Unitarian Chapel, in the St. Louis area. I attended 
a service at Eliot Chapel with my niece, and had the opportunity to meet Rich there and have a 
chat during coffee hour. My GA Covenant Group experience has given me connections with 
UUs far and wide. It's a small world, after all.


